Main result.
Let D be an open subset of R". We denote ^ = ^ (resp. (9 = 6^) the sheaf of germs of R-valued C°° (resp. analytic) functions on Q. Each stalk of € is an R-algebra with the unique maximal ideal m^, that is, germs with zero target. We write m^ the ideal Q m^ of oo-flat germs. Let T be a subset of ^ ^ for a point x e Q. We denote <T> the set of compositions T o k of a C 00 function T on R r with a germ k : Q, x -> R'' of a C°° mapping with components ^ e T (1 ^f^r). Remark 1.5. -(1) The condition that Q) is finitely generated at q is different from that ^ is finitely generated.
(2) If Q) is finitely presented at q, then there is a natural isomorphism /i*^/(gi,...,^).^^^( of sheaves of C^-rings) over an open neighborhood U' of q, where h = (/?" ...,^) : LJ'^R 6 , /i,e^(U')(l^'^) and g, e ^^(IT) (l^^s).
Let n (resp. Q') be an open subset of R" (resp. W} and /: 0 -^ 0' a finite C 00 mapping (/is finite if, for any point xeQ, <^ is a finitê Q',/(V) -module via f^ : (T^,) -^ ^,). In Theorem 1.7, the restriction on the rank of the Jacobian of/at q is essential. Without this restriction, the relation between e^y and Q)f seems to disappear.
Inverse images of sheaves of ideals
by a non-singular vector field.
Let 0 be an open subset of R", D a C°° vector field, ^ a sheaf of ideals of <^Q and q a point in Q,. Throughout this section, we use these notations.
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An element g of S^ is called Dq-regular if (D^)(^) -^ 0 for a nonnegative integer fe, where D^ is the element of S^q obtained by operating k times the derivation D^ to g.
We put, for each open subset U of 0,
Notice that the presheaf D~1^ is a sheaf of sub C°°-rings of S^.
The following proposition treats of structure of D~1^. (
1) For each open subset U' c U and each ^ e D^^IT), there exists a C°° function T on an open neighborhood of
(2) The sheaf of relations of h^, ... , hg is of finite type.
This proposition will be used in the proof of (A) => (C) of Theorem 1.7.
To make the assertion of Proposition 2.2 more clear, we mention several observations. Remark 2.3. -Suppose that D is non-singular at q.
(1) If D~1^ is finitely generated at q as a sheaf of sub C^-rings, then is of finite type at q. (2) If (D~1^ is finitely generated, then ^ is finitely generated. (3) Suppose that J^^m,°. Then (D"^)^ is formally finitely generated if and only if ^ contains a D^-regular element.
(4) If J^ c m^ and ^ ^ {0}, then (D-1^ is formally finitely generated, but is never finitely generated.
(5) D'^0} is finitely generated. (6) Even if ^ contains an analytic D^-regular element, the C°°-ring (D~1^ is not necessarily finitely generated (see Example 3.7). For the proof of Lemma 2.4, see [6] and [8] .
Let A denotes ^R'i-i^ for a point ^'eR"" 1 .
LEMMA 2.5. -L^r P = Z ^/ s J ^e a polynomial mth coefficients j=o bj 6 A (0 ^7 ^ s) and mth a variable t. We define F^ e A[r] (/c = 0,1,2,. . .) fc^ 3Ffc/3r = ^.P anrf F^^^o} = 0-'
V boW + 0, ^M there exists T^ e ^-i+os+i^ (fe=0,l,2,...) suc/i r/ia? 
Further there exist rational numbers Pj^, (fc, K ^ 0, /c + M = m), /or ^n^ m, sue/I ^^r
.
Proof. -It is clear that
t^OV+fc+l-l 5+M+l-l/ Thus, integrating with t, we havê
i=o \s4-fe+l-( s+M+l-i/ which is just (1). Let ^,u be indeterminants. From (1),
Now, if the system of equations of (Pk,u)
has a solution (P^ ") (?» " e Q), then we have the equality (2) for this solution. Hence it is sufficient to show that the (s+1) x (s+l)-matrix M, (k,i) component of which is l/(k+i-l) + l/(m-fc+i+1), belongs to GL(s+l,Q) when m S? 2s. In fact,
Proof of Lemma 2.5. -As &o ls invertible in A, we have, by Lemma 2.7(2), Thus if we take T^ as ^m+s+i regarding as an element of <?Rn-i+(3s+no, then the conditions (2) and (3) of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied.
To show that a certain mapping is injective, we prepare the following lemma which is not hard to see. We need a lemma on the sheaf of relations of a mapping of a certain type.
LEMMA 2.8. -Let U (resp. V) be an open subset of R" (resp. R^). Let H : U -> V be an analytic mapping which have a proper injective complexification He : tl -> V. Then the kernel of the natural homomorphism H*<^v -> <^u (of sheaves of C 00 -rings) induced by H is of finite type as a sheaf of ideals of H*^v •
Proof. -Since He is proper, the direct image (Hc)^(^o) °^ ^o ls a coherent fi^-module. Furthermore, since the inverse images by H and He of a point in H(U) are coincident, it is easy to verify that H^(^u) is a coherent 0^-modu\e, taking real and imaginary parts of generators of (Hc)^(^o)-we take the ^v-homomorphism a : ^v -^ H^(^u) and thê v-homomorphism P : ^y -^ H^(<^j) induced by H. Now kera, which is the sheaf of ideals of germs of analytic functions vanishing on H(U), is coherent. Thus, by a theorem of Malgrange ( [4] , Theorem VI.3.10), ker P is an <?v-module of finite type. We consider the following commutative diagram ver U centered at q. From assumption, shrinking U if necessary, î s formally generated over U by some elements g^, ..., g^ e ^(U) n ^n(U). Let go be an analytic D^-regular element of ^. By the preparation theorem, we may assume that go is a monic pseudopolynomial with coefficients in (S(n(\J)) of degree s in x^ after we take U smaller, where n : U -> R"" 1 is the projection to the first (n-1)-components. By the division theorem, (1 ^f^m), j=i then Po, Pi, ..., ?m e ^(U) n ^(U) also generate ^ over U formally, and each P, is of the following type :
j=i where B^e^Oi(U)). Now we define an element P^ (0^f^m,k=0,l,2, ...) of (D^JQOJ), for each point g of U, by (2) fD(Fi)=(^-x" (5)) k .P,,
[F?ki{^=^^)} = 0. Hence we know that (D-^U'^H^WV')).
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If we put all components of H as h^, ... , Ag, then we have the first part of Proposition 2.2.
From (5) and (6), we can apply Lemma 2.8 to H . Therefore, we have the rest of Proposition 2.2.
There remains to show the assertion (3). From (5), it is sufficient to prove that for any open subset U' c U, each element ^ of D'^OJ') (7) satisfies, for each q e U', that ^ = T o H at q modulo m?
with a C°° function T on R 6 .
Let q e U'. Then (D^ e ^. Thus there exists a system of elements Ci ,...,€", of ^ such that (D^= ^ c,P, at q, mod.m 00 . 1=0
We denote by c, e <^ (= Sq/m^) the Taylor series of c^, and put in ^RM^. We expand P( for x^ -x^Cq) and apply Lemma 2.5, for q f =n(q). Then there exists a system of C°° functions T( 0^f^m,k=0,l,2, ...) on R 6 such that F^=T,fcOH 9 at q, ordo T^ -^ oo (fe-^oo). This shows the existence of 13.
By the above arguments, This proves (7), therefore (3). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.7.
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.7 owing to Proposition 2.2, and mention several notes.
Firstly we remark that, from the naturality of notions defined in § 1, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.7 in a convenient system of coordinates.
The following observation has a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
